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The study is aimed at improving student’s learning ability and constructing an intelligent, all-around, and three-dimensional innovative classroom by using intelligent technology. Middle school C is taken as the research object. First, the current situation of music teaching in middle school C is analyzed, and an intelligent music teaching mode suitable for middle school C is designed. Second, the intelligent music teaching mode is applied in the actual teaching process, and students’ feelings for intelligent music classrooms are explored by a questionnaire survey. Finally, the teaching effect is analyzed. The results show that 96.7% of the students hold a positive attitude towards the new teaching mode, indicating that contemporary students have relatively high adaptation to and recognition with the development of artificial intelligence (AI). 84% of the students are not particularly skilled in the operation of the intelligent network platform, and 9.3% of the students believe that the operation of the platform is relatively difficult. Therefore, teachers should teach students how to use tablets. 95% of the students hold that teachers can quickly find teaching resources related to the course content on the tablet and introduce them to students in the teaching process, indicating that teachers are familiar with the usage of new teaching equipment. On the whole, students have a good experience of the new teaching mode. This new teaching mode based on AI is a response to the new course concept proposed in China.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the scientific and technological revolution is booming. Artificial intelligence (AI), as an important driving force of the current industrial revolution, is constantly changing people’s living and production modes, making human society enter a new era of human-machine fusion, sharing, and intelligence [1, 2]. AI, as the core of the current scientific and technological revolution, is applied to the field of education and teaching [3]. With the rapid development of AI, intelligent classrooms have been widely used in music teaching. Different from the traditional teaching mode, the intelligent classroom can enable students to find pleasure in the learning process and form the awareness of independent inquiry. In recent years, the development of wireless networks also provides a platform for intelligent classroom teaching. The use of high-tech products such as tablets, computers, and electronic schoolbags, helps to widen students’ learning channels and arouse students’ interest in learning [4–7].

The intelligent classroom is different from the traditional teaching mode. It integrates some new technologies with classroom teaching. Its goal is to provide students with a better learning environment, and then improve students’ learning effect [8]. After relevant literature is reviewed, it is found that the research on the intelligent classroom in China starts late and the number of the relevant research is little. Some researchers believe that the “intelligent learning environment” means the use of all existing technical means and resources based on AI, big data, virtual reality (VR), cloud computing, and other technologies under the integration of “Internet +” the learning environment, forming a highly intelligent learning environment [9–12]. As a new teaching mode, the intelligent classroom can meet the teaching needs of teachers and create a good learning environment for students [13, 14]. At present, the intelligent classroom plays an
important role in modern teaching, which attracts the attention of many scholars in China.

Since the 21st century, there are more and more studies on the integration of the intelligent classroom and subject teaching, which lays a theoretical foundation for the study. However, it is found that there are few studies on the application of the intelligent classroom in China, and the research related to subject teaching is not mature after relevant literature is reviewed. There is no research on the integration of AI and music teaching. Therefore, an intelligent music classroom teaching mode suitable for middle school C is designed based on the theory of AI and applied to the teaching process. Then, the teaching effect is summarized and analyzed. The study meets the requirements of the new course concept and has strong practical significance.

2. Materials and Methods
The term “AI” appears in the mid-20th century at an academic conference at Dartmouth College. With its
development, AI is applied in many fields, and the effect is remarkable. Its research fields include image processing, pattern recognition and other computer vision fields, speech synthesis and recognition of language communication and understanding, the social common sense in the cognitive field, mechanical control, design and manufacture, the cooperation between robots and humans; and machine learning (ML). Thus, the application field of AI is very broad, covering almost all aspects of life [15, 16]. However, the definition of artificial intelligence is not very definite at present. In its development process, researchers make different explanations from different aspects. Here, four representative definitions are listed, as shown in Figure 1.

Based on its definitions, AI can be understood as follows: it is a branch of computer science, and some people also call it machine intelligence; that is, it is opposite to natural intelligence and it is the intelligence presented by the machine [17]. The intelligence presented by machines is the imitation of natural intelligence. With the continuous development of science and technology, AI is constantly updated, and even has natural thinking, having the ability to replace human beings to complete some tasks that cannot be realized by human beings. Therefore, AI is different from the previous simple and fixed computer algorithms and programming although it belongs to computer science. It can analyze and summarize the collected data and then make rapid responses and operations to the environment.

### 3. Music Class Survey and Case Study on Middle School C

Middle school C is founded in 1998. It has two campuses of a middle school and a high school, and there are six music teachers. The school has a new intelligent system like intelligent classrooms and studios.

Through the field investigation, it is found that the music teaching of middle school C has the following problems:

1. Current situation of music classroom teaching of middle school C

   Through the field investigation, it is found that the music teaching of middle school C has the following problems: first, the 5 teachers and students of the school pay much less attention to the music class than the main subjects like English, and the number of English teachers often take up the music class. This shows that the music class does not attract the attention of teachers and students in the school, and still maintains the traditional teaching concept, which may hinder the comprehensive development of the subject in the new era. Second, the teaching mode is single, and the teachers do not care about students’ learning needs when preparing lessons. They do not have an in-depth understanding of the teaching objectives of music lessons, and just simply complete the teaching task through a single teaching mode, which lacks interaction with students in the
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**Figure 3: Teaching objectives.**
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**Figure 4: Teaching links.**
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classroom, making students lose interest in the study. Third, the music class is often replaced by an English class or other classes, indicating that the music class is not paid enough attention by students and teachers, as well as schools [18].

(2) Design of the intelligent music classroom

Through the above analysis, the problems existing in the music classroom under the traditional teaching mode are explored. The intelligent music classroom is designed to tackle the problems, as shown in Figure 2:

- Figure 2 shows the three teaching links, namely, before class, in class, and after class, in an intelligent music class. Before the class, teachers and students need to download the app of a school cloud platform on their tablets, and teachers need to find the electronic version of the music textbook in the library of the intelligent system and download it in advance. In the resource center of the system, the
The materials needed for class are sorted out and placed in the lesson preparation plate for classroom use. And according to students' cognition, the needs of students are taken into account in the formulation of teaching programs [19, 20]. In addition, teachers can organize some interesting preclass activities according to the teaching content, such as listening to songs and recognizing them and following the system can present the preclass activities set by teachers to students, and the students perform them after the completion of the system. And then, teachers can make corresponding adjustments to the teaching content according to the evaluation of the system.

In the class, teachers can use the reading point of the intelligent system to play the piece of music they need to learn and sing. The story related to the song can be intuitively demonstrated through Flash animation to enhance students' emotions when they singing the song [21, 22]. Teachers can play the piano to accompany students when students sing songs and encourage students to innovate freely according to the accompaniments, which is conducive to improving the intimacy between teachers and students. The answer mode can be set as "race to be the first to answer a question" in the question link to arouse students' interest in music classes [23]. At the end of the class, teachers need to assign homework to students according to what they have learned to review the content of this lesson.

(3) Teaching content and objectives

The teaching content is the song “Clouds chasing the moon” published by the People's Music Publishing House for the students in the eighth grade. This song is a chorus suitable for collective learning and adapted according to its national orchestral version.

When the teaching objectives of the music class are designed, it is necessary to take into account not only the characteristics of students but also the characteristics of the teaching content in this section. The teaching objectives and learning objectives preset in the experiment are shown in Figure 3.

(4) Implementation of the teaching process

Intelligent teaching software, also known as a light intelligent classroom, under the banner of One School Science and Technology News, can analyze and summarize the students' learning process. And the intelligent music class is carried out by taking the song “Clouds chasing the moon” as the teaching content. The specific teaching links are shown in Figure 4.

In the preclass stage, teachers need to preset the goals to be achieved in this class according to students' cognitive ability and send the preclass questions to students. Teachers can check the completion of students' preclass tests in real time through platform data and supervise them timely. Students can turn to teachers for help through the system when they have difficulties in answering the questions in the test [24–26].

In the teaching process, students first need to log in on the system and join the intelligent class. Teachers can preview or introduce the content of the class, and show students the main content through PPT. And then they can teach students to follow the songs by using the sentence teaching in the system and record the learning process of students in time by using the brush-pen and focus, and the targeted teaching or interpretation should be given in response to their problems and difficulties [27, 28]. Teachers should encourage students to use teaching aids for accompanying the song. In this way, students can feel the different artistic conceptions brought by different singing forms based on the group chorus. After the melodies of songs are acquired and the feelings to be expressed by songs are experienced, teachers need to further popularize the music theory of national orchestral music to students and enrich their music knowledge [29].

At the end of the class, teachers can send the after-school exercises related to the teaching content to students based on the intelligent classroom system and require students to complete and submit within the specified time. After that, students can check their answers according to the correct answers issued by teachers. The teacher
summarizes the students’ problems in mastering the knowledge through the test and focuses on the explanation of the difficulties in the next class to improve students’ learning efficiency.

4. Research Design

174 students from four classes in grade eight of middle school C are taken as the research subject to conduct a
questionnaire survey to analyze the teaching effect of the music intelligent class in middle school C [30]. Before the specific content of the questionnaire is designed, a large number of studies on the intelligent classroom of mathematics, sports, geography, and other subjects is reviewed, and a total of 23 questions are designed. The design and distribution of specific questions are shown in Figure 5.

Through the design of the above four parts, a deeper understanding of students’ learning feelings and effects is obtained. The meaning of each problem designed is shown in Figure 6.

5. Results

5.1. Application Analysis of the Intelligent Music Classroom in Middle School C
Students’ attitude to the intelligent music class

The students’ feelings for the intelligent music class are divided into like, ordinary, dislike, and not essential. The survey results are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows that students are very interested in intelligent music classes. 144 students like the music classes, and only 10 students think that music lessons are not essential. However, students who do not like music lessons are more than those who do not like the music class.

And a further survey is conducted to reveal the reasons why students do not like the intelligent music class or think the class is not essential. The survey results are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows that the reason why most students do not like the intelligent music classes or think that music lessons are not essential is that music classes are too boring. Five of the students who do not like music lessons is that they do not know music scores and three of them feel that they cannot sing. This shows that the current music classroom teaching is not attractive and interesting and does not create a relaxed and pleasant learning atmosphere for students, resulting in students’ negative attitudes to the traditional music classes.

(2) Survey results of students’ proficiency in the use of tablets

The students’ acceptance degrees of using tablets are divided into three levels: acceptable, neural, and unacceptable. The survey results are shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9 shows that 165 students can accept the learning mode of using tablets; 8 students are neutral in using tablets in the classroom teaching; only one student cannot accept the use of tablets in the learning process. This shows that most students can accept intelligent music classroom teaching. This method is innovative and can attract students’ attention to the knowledge of the music classes.

(3) Survey results of students’ needs in the music classes
Figure 17: Survey of the satisfaction with the function and questioning form of the free speech platform: (a) the function of the free speech platform; (b) the questioning form of the free speech platform.
The teaching content of music classes for the students in grade 8 consists of four types: singing, appreciation, performance, and knowledge and skills. The results are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows that students’ favourite content of the music class is singing and appreciation and students who like knowledge and skills are more than the former, indicating that students want to know more knowledge related to music in the music teaching classroom. Therefore, teachers need to integrate knowledge related to teaching content in music teaching.

In terms of the interaction in the music class, students’ expectations are shown in Figure 11. From Figure 11, it is found that most students think that there is a need for multipoint interaction between teachers and students in the music classroom, and a variety of ways are used to ask questions and to answer questions timely. On this basis, more practice is performed in the classroom. Only one student hopes to use the way of direct teaching in the intelligent music classroom.

This survey also involves some multichoice questions, and the survey results are shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 shows that the students in the four classes all hope to hear more about songs in the preclass stage. They do not want the preclass test to be too simple and hope to challenge more complicated tasks. The students in the four classes all believe that the music classroom should be aimed at singing, being familiar with relevant instruments, and enriching their music knowledge. Figure 12(c) shows that few students do not know the knowledge of music score, and only 1–3 students in each class do not know music score. The main difficulties encountered in the classroom are the difficulty in feeling the emotions expressed by music and the unfamiliarity with professional terms in music.

6. Research Result Analysis of the Teaching Case

A questionnaire survey is designed from four aspects, namely, technology application, learning experience, learning process, and the teaching effect to explore students’ satisfaction in the intelligent classroom. The results are as follows:

1. Survey results of the application of the intelligent music classroom

There are four questions related to the content in the questionnaire. The questionnaire divides students’ liking degrees for the intelligent classroom into four levels from dislike to love. The results are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13 shows that 89.6% of the students have a positive attitude to the intelligent classroom, and only 8 students do not like this teaching mode, indicating that students recognize the new teaching mode. Music teaching in the intelligent classroom has good prospects.

Concerning the use of smart classroom platforms by teachers and students, the results are shown in Figure 14.

The figure shows that the majority of students argue that teachers can quickly find teaching resources related to the course in the system, indicating that teachers are relatively familiar with the use of intelligent classrooms and can skillfully combine the intelligent classroom systems with the
teaching content. 89% of the students think that they do not know about the operation mode of the smart classroom platform. Therefore, teachers need to pay attention to the students’ use of tablets in daily teaching, so that students can quickly adapt to this new teaching mode and improve their teaching efficiency.

The last question is about the investigation of the network condition when students use the intelligent classroom system. The results are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 shows that only a very small number of students utter that there is no delay in the intelligent classroom teaching, and 79.5% of the students argue that there are one or two delays in the teaching process. This is because all students use the network at the same line, which causes signal interference and results in difficulties in getting online smoothly. Therefore, schools should strengthen the stability of network signals to ensure teaching quality.

(2) Survey results of students’ learning experience

There are five questions about students’ learning experience in the questionnaire, and the results are as follows:
Questions 5 and 6 are about the evaluation of students’ experience in the intelligent classroom. Students’ experience is divided from dislike to love into four levels, and the final results are shown in Figure 16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>Push the preview materials, you can complete it on your own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>Pre-learning before class can better grasp the knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>Music, poems and pictures help enhance creative thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13</td>
<td>Adapting the singing form to enrich music knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14</td>
<td>Data statistical evaluation is more accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
<td>Timely supplement of teaching content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16</td>
<td>Diversified forms of questioning, stimulate enthusiasm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 16 shows that 96.6% of the students hold a positive attitude towards the use of intelligent systems to complete their homework. Only 0.6% of the students show that they do not like to finish their homework through intelligent systems. 97.2% of the students like the learning function provided by the intelligent system, and very few students hold a negative attitude towards the learning function provided by the intelligent system. Different from English and other subjects, homework in music class does not attract the attention of teachers and students because teachers cannot give timely feedback to students’ problems in learning. The emergence of the intelligent classroom provides teachers with more teaching resources, and student’s interest in music class is also aroused.

Questions 7 and 8 are used for the survey of student’s satisfaction with the function and questioning form of the free speech platform. The results are shown in Figure 17. The figure shows that the majority of the students believe that the function of the free speech teaching platform helps to follow up the songs they have learned, and agree with the diversified questioning methods of the platform. The use of diversified teaching methods in the classroom can enhance students’ interest in learning and can play a regulatory role in the music classroom atmosphere. Question 9 is
used to investigate students’ feelings about using tablets for learning. It is a multichoice question, and the results are shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18 shows that a large number of students hold a positive attitude towards using tablets for learning and believe that using tablets for learning can make the classroom atmosphere more active, increase the interaction between teachers and students, and improve students’ interest in taking music classes.

(3) Survey results of learning content and process

Questions 9-16 are used for the survey of the learning process. Students’ evaluation of the teaching process is shown in Figure 19.

The figure shows that no students hold a negative attitude towards the learning process of the intelligent classroom, and only a very small number of students are uncertain about the related questions. The proportion of students who are highly recognized and approved of this positive attitude is the highest, indicating that this new teaching model can improve students’ interest in learning music classes and also make students dare to answer questions in the classroom.

(4) Survey results of the teaching effect

Questions 17-19 are designed for the investigation of teaching forms before and during class. The results of the investigation are shown in Figure 20.

The specific questions 17-19 in Figure 20 are as follows: combining teaching aids with the classroom teaching technology in music teaching can improve the teaching efficiency; students’ satisfaction with the questioning form in
the teaching process; and students’ skill in segmentation rhythm through preclass questions. The figure shows that students recognize the teaching links before and during the intelligent classroom. Question 20 is the survey of the student’s satisfaction with the function of the lock screen of tablets. The results are shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21 shows that 67.2% of the students think that the way that the page of tablets is controlled by the teacher is satisfactory, making them listen carefully attentively. Only 4.4% of the students hold a negative attitude towards this teaching mode and believe that this way has certain limitations. The survey results of questions 21-23 are shown in Figure 22.

Questions 21-23 are the investigation of the effect of the music intelligent classroom, the completion of homework, and the satisfaction of interactive communication in an intelligent music classroom. Question 21 is a multiple-choice question due to the difference in students’ acceptance of knowledge and the learning speed of each student. The question in Figure 22(a) is that the application of the intelligent classroom is conducive to enhancing students’ learning ability. The question in Figure 22(c) is that most students hold a positive attitude towards innovative teaching equipment.

7. Conclusions

In recent years, the development of wireless networks contributes to setting up a platform for intelligent teaching. The use of tablets, computers, and electronic schoolbags widens students’ learning channels and improved students’ interest in learning. The intelligent classroom is different from the traditional teaching mode which combines teaching and learning. It integrates some new technologies with classroom teaching, and its goal is to provide students with a better learning environment and improve students’ learning effect. Middle school C is taken as the research object, the current situation of music teaching in middle school C is analyzed, and the teaching mode of the intelligent music classroom suitable for the actual teaching situation of middle school C is designed according to the feedback results. And the teaching mode of the intelligent music classroom suitable for middle school C is applied to the actual teaching process, and the students’ feelings for the intelligent music classroom are analyzed, and the teaching effect through the questionnaire survey is explored. The practice shows that the new teaching mode combined with random answers, random classroom tests, and group evaluations can effectively improve students’ interest in learning, make teachers fully understand students’ learning situation, and timely feedback according to students’ learning situation, improving students’ learning effect.
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